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At the request of Anthony Manheim, the Environmental Simulation Center, Ltd. (ESC)
conducted a review of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Brooklyn Bridge
Park (DEIS) that was produced in July 2005. The ESC reviewed Chapters 1 through 9 of
the DEIS, focusing most heavily on our areas of expertise, namely Land Use, Zoning, and
Public Policy; Shadows; Historic Resources; and Urban Design and Visual Resources1 .
We have assembled comments contained in this document and do hereby respectfully
submit them for your review and consideration.
The ESC is a not- for-profit organization and does not advocate for or against projects it
models. Accordingly, the ESC takes no position on the appropriateness or need for the
General Project Plan of the Brooklyn Bridge Park. Rather, this review focuses on the
materials presented in the DEIS and if these materials accurately and completely describe
the action and disclose its impact to the public.
Conclusion:
The DEIS for Brooklyn Bridge Park released in July 2005 has several errors and
omissions. These errors and omissions range from trivial to important. It is my opinion
that due to these errors and omissions that the DEIS was not complete. Consequently, the
Applicant should complete a supplemental DEIS that corrects the errors and completes
the omissions before a Final EIS is completed.

Errors & Omissions
Chapters 1, 3, 6 and 8 contain workmanship errors and/or omissions as follows:
Shadows
The action described in the Shadows Chapter is not the same as the action described in
the General Project Plan or in the Project Description. In the Shadow Chapter, the new
buildings are generally set back from Furman Street, whereas the buildings in the General
Project Plan have almost no setback. Further, the differences are not only limited to
location. The sizes of the footprints of the new buildings are also different.
1

For more information on the Environmental Simulation Center, please visit our website
(www.simcenter.org) or contact me directly.
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The following images detail a portion of the proposed site plan from the Shadow chapter
(Figure 6-23) and the site plan from the Project Description (Figure 1-2). The two
buildings to be added along Furman Street in the Pier 1 Upland area, as described in the
Project Description, have nearly the same footprint, with the footprint of the southern
building being 92% the area of the northern. In the shadow analysis, the southern
building is noticeably smaller and its footprint is just 72% of that of the northern
building. The overlay of the two site plans demonstrates the magnitude of location and
size differences that are obvious to the eye.

A. Pier 1 Shadow Diagram (Figure 6-23 of DEIS)

C. Images Superimposed to show differences
Figure 1: Differences in Site Plans

B. Proposed Site Plan (Figure 1-2 of DEIS)
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For procedural consistency the shadow analysis should be based on the General Project
Plan as illustrated in the DEIS. The discrepancies between the plans used in the Shadows
chapter and the General Project Plan found in the Project Description chapter are not
trivial. Further, contrary to the CEQR technical manual, which requires a worse case
shadow analysis, the new buildings were simulated without their mechanical penthouses.
Additional differences between the site plan used in the Shadows chapter and the site
plan from Project Description are detailed in the Appendix.
Lighting
The Scoping Document required, “The potential for visual impacts from pier and other
park lighting will be assessed.” The DEIS does not include an analysis or assessment of
lighting impacts on visual resources. The requireme nt to examine the effects of pier and
park lighting was an addition to the Final Scope of Work from the Draft Scope of Work,
which may help explain why it was omitted.
Renderings of the Proposed Park
The rendering labeled as Figure 1-5 is a questionable representation of the proposed
action. As measured from mean sea level, the approximate elevation of the piers is about
five feet2 . If the walkway along the boating channel represented in the rendering below
were floating on the water, and the elevations for the piers we have is correct, the pier
would come to approximately eyelevel of the people standing on the floating walkway.
Based on Sanborn elevations,
this pier should be about five
feet above the water

Figure 2: A reproduction of Figure 1-5, a rendering of the boating channel at
Pier 3
2

From the Sanborn Map Company which uses mean sea elevation as the measure of sea level. As
measured from the Brooklyn Datum this is at elevation of about 7.5 feet (where Brooklyn Datum is at
about 2.5 feet above mean sea level). We should note that the Sanborn Map Company does not have
elevations for each of the piers and we have requested more detailed elevation fro m the Port Authority of
New York and New Jersey to help confirm this observation. The information requested from the Port
Authority has not yet been received by our office.
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Chapter 3
Chapter 3 contains seve ral errors in its tables. Most of these errors are typographical or
arithmetic errors and are minor. All of these errors are detailed in the Appendix of this
letter.

Observations on the Size of the Proposed Buildings
The following is the site plan for two portions of the proposed Action with dimensions
for building footprints calculated 3 from the scale published on the site plan.

Figure 3: Pier 6 Upland buildings dimensioned from plan’s scale (in feet)

3

While measurements are exact from AutoCAD, they should be considered + or – one foot due to the
graphic representation of the schematic design.
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Figure 4: Pier 1 Upland buildings dimensioned from plan’s scale (in feet)
We present this information to address a comment that new buildings in the visual
simulations presented later in this document appear “bulky.” Because the plan is large,
the building footprints are small relative to total park area. In fact, they are substantial
and in plan have the illusion of being of a typical size. For comparison, most Manhattan
blocks are 200 feet wide. The distance from Madison to Fifth Avenue is about 400 feet,
less than either of the proposed buildings in the Pier one upland. The footprint of the
northern building is about 1.37 acres. There are 134 buildings in Brooklyn with larger
footprints and 337,851 with smaller footprints 4 . The majority of those 134 buildings with
footprints over 60,000 square feet are for industrial or institutional uses.

Atypical representations, assertions and omissions
This section focuses on representations, assertions and omissions that are atypical for
most EISs, especially ones of this size and location.
Scoping Document and Architectural Resources
The Final Scoping Document states that the study area for this analysis:
“will be defined for this analysis as the park site itself and the area within approximately two blocks of
the proposed park, except where the Brooklyn-Queens Expressway (BQE) provides a clear boundary
between the proposed park and the upland communities, in which case the BQE structure would define
the study area boundary.”

This direction appears to contradict the guidelines as described in the CEQR Technical
Manual, which states:

4

Year 2000 version of the NYCMap.
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“Examples of situations for which a larger study area may be appropriate include:
•
•
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Actions that affect historic districts . . .
Actions that result in changes that are highly visible and can be perceived from farther than
400 feet and could affect the context of historic resources some distance away (e.g. changes to
the skyline around Central Park).” 5

The Action takes place at the center of an unusually large number of historic landmarks
and districts 6 as detailed by the following map:

CENTER, LTD.

Figure 5: Historic landmarks and districts near Brooklyn Bridge Park
The buildings described in the Action will have an impact on the Brooklyn skyline from
Manhattan, specifically, they will impact the views to the Brooklyn Heights, Fulton
Ferry, Cobble Hill and D.U.M.B.O. historic districts from Lower Manhattan. They will
also impact views to Lower Manhattan from these same locations. Views to and from
Governors Island will also be impacted.
Because of these potential impacts on the skyline and nearby historic districts, both of
which are express considerations in extending the area of potential effect (APE) in the
CEQR, impacts on these historic districts and the Brooklyn skyline (especially as it
regards the skyline of the historic districts) should have been considered. Because they
were not included in the Scoping Document, however, the DEIS is within scope. The
Applicant is free to go beyond the minimum required by the Scoping Document,
5

Page 3F-7, City Environmental Quality Review Technical Manual, 2001.
According to CEQR guidelines historic resources include New York City Landmarks and Districts and
also the National Registry of Historic Places.
6

7
however, and given the considerable number of historic architectural resources might
have considered a larger area, Scoping Document notwithstanding.
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An effective manner to evaluate the effect on these nearby historic resources would be to
produce verifiable photomontages showing views under current conditions and with the
proposed Action. Verifiable digital photomontages, also knows as photo simulations,
which combines a digital photograph with a 3D dimensionally accurate CAD model of
the area with the proposed Action has become one of the most common ways to
demonstrate visual impacts.
Scoping Document and Visual Resources
The Scoping Document has no predetermined study area for visual resources and states
that, “the EIS must assess the degree to which the proposed project would affect existing
views from local publicly accessible areas, such as the Brooklyn Heights Promenade.”
As stated in the CEQR technical manual,
“For visual resources, the designation of specific study areas is less defined. . . . in many cases
where significant visual resources exist, it may be appropriate to look beyond the land use study
area.”7

Typically, determining the boundary, developing an inventory of nearby visual resources,
and presenting these visual resources as an inventory is a part of the DEIS, describing the
resource, its location and views. Views to and from important receptors (e.g. Governor’s
Island or perhaps the Statue of Liberty) may be evaluated even if they are far from the
proposed Action if line of sight exists. The Scope states that the study area would be
refined during the analysis and in the interest of full disclosure the applicant should
consider examining other publicly accessible areas that may have views to and from this
Action.
Brooklyn Heights Promenade
Figure 8-22 as reproduced below includes information from Article X, Chapter 2 of the
New York City Zoning Resolution, the purpose of which is,
“(a)
To preserve, protect and prevent obstruction of outstanding scenic views as seen from a
mapped public park or an esplanade or a mapped public place directly accessible to the public; and
(b)
to promote the most desirable use of land and direction of building development, to
assure the maintenance and enhancement of the aesthetic aspects of the scenic views, to conserve
the value of land and buildings and to protect the City’s tax revenues.” 8

7
8

Page 3G-2 CEQR Technical Manual 2001.
102-00
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Figure 6: Brooklyn Heights Scenic View District with project plan9
The representation from that portion of the Zoning Resolution regarding the View
Framing and View Reference lines is reproduced as follows:

Figure 7: Diagram of the Scenic View District from the Zoning Resolution10

9

Figure 8-22 of DEIS
Article X: Special Purpose Districts Chapter 2: Special Scenic View District, 102-615

10
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This diagram shows what is called the Special Scenic View District adopted in 1974
for the Brooklyn Heights promenade and is a part of the New York City Zoning
Resolution11 . It is completely appropriate for the Applicant to take into consideration
the requirements, standards and tests of this Special Zoning District in the design of
the Action. Although the assessment may refer to the Special Scenic View District,
the evaluation of impacts on visual resources is separate and independent from
compliance with the Special Scenic View District requirements. It appears that the
Applicant did not evaluate the impact on visual resources from the Brooklyn Heights
Promenade because “the proposed project could not result in any significant adverse
impacts to the views from the Brooklyn Heights Promenade within the area protected
by the scenic view district”12 and the Action follows the requirements of the district.
Even if this were true, the Applicant should not rely on the local zoning resolution in
the evaluation of impacts on visual resources. More importantly, the Action does
appear to break the view plane as described in the zoning resolution for the Brooklyn
Heights Scenic View District, specifically the shorter building along Furman labeled
as +55’.
The following figure diagrams the Scenic View District in section.

Figure 8: Section of the Scenic View District from the Zoning Resolution13
Converting all elevations to mean sea level14 , Figure 8 shows under the Special Scenic
View District that no building in the district can exceed elevation 63.5 feet, at the highest,
or about 4 feet over the average elevation of the surface of the Brooklyn Heights
Promenade. The curb elevation of Furman Street at the point of the 55- foot tall building
is approximately 9 feet 15 , which means that the roof of the proposed building is at an
elevation of about 64 feet. The building will likely have a 4-foot parapet, which would

11
12

Article X: Special Purpose Districts Chapter 2: Special Scenic View District,
Page 8-15.

13

The figure is a reproduction from section 102-615 of Article X, Chapter 2 of the Zoning Resolution.
Elevations in Figure 8 are shown in Brooklyn Datum. The calculations in the text of this document have all been
converted them to mean sea level, which is 2.5 feet below the Brooklyn Datum.
14
15

Sanborn Map Company shows spot elevations along Furman at ten and eight feet. Consequently, mean
curb is estimated at nine feet.
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rise to elevation 68 feet and the mechanical penthouse and the water tank enclosure
would likely rise to about elevation 89 feet 16 .
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To determine if the buildings of the proposed Action actually breaks the proposed view
plane the Applicant could have performed the exercise of recreating Figure 8 to scale and
inserting the proposed Action to see if it breaks the view plane. We have created such a
view as follows:
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Figure 9: Section Elevation of Scenic View District with Action and to scale 17
Once the Brooklyn Heights Scenic View District is drawn to scale the Action can be
inserted to show where it breaks the Scenic View Plane. Figure 10 below shows a closeup labeled above as Detail A.

Figure 10: Section Elevation of Scenic View District with Action, blow-up of
southern part of Pier 1 upland
Again, converting all elevations from Brooklyn Datum to mean sea level, the far side of
the building in the Scenic View District can be no taller than elevation 57 feet 7 inches.
The building as proposed sits at elevation 9, is 55 feet to the roof, and will probably have
a 4-foot parapet. Arithmetic puts the building at this point at elevation 68 feet (9+55+4),
16

As the building is not designed the assumptions on parapets and rooftop mechanicals and water tanks are
reasonable worse case scenarios.
17
A plan view of this image can be found on the final page of the Appendix of this document.

11
a full 10 feet higher than what the Special Scenic View District allows at that point. The
striped portions of the building show the portions that are above the View Plane.

Consistency in conclusions and measures of significance
ENVIRONMENTAL

New York State’s Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) states:
“An Applicant’s mere assertion that the design is in harmony with or does not diminish the
values of the listed resource is insufficient for the purposes of reaching findings. Instead an
applicant must demonstrate through evidence provided by others e.g. recognized
architectural review boards, comparative studies that are clearly analogous, or other similar
techniques that the public’s enjoyment and appreciation of the qualities of the aesthetic
resource are not compromised.18 ”
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As per the DEC, an Applicant has to demonstrate with evidence, that the impacts
are in fact what is claimed in the text. “Mere assertion” does not meet the required
standards as it regards impact on visual resources.
The Applicant makes assertions in the text that are not well supported by evidence.
For example:
“The proposed project would be expected to enhance the project’s views to visual resources
. . . ” 19
“Views from the Brooklyn and Manhattan Bridge would be greatly improved with the
project.”20
“Views to and around the Brooklyn Bridge would be improved . . . ” 21
“Views from the promenade would be substantially enhanced by the proposed projects . . .
”22
“The new buildings in this area would not eliminate any views from the promenade . . .” 23

It is standard practice, especially for EIS’s performed on coastal zones, to produce
verifiable digital photomontages, or verifiable photo simulations. This is the
process of merging a digital photograph with a verifiable, dimensioned 3D CAD
model of the area to simulate how a proposed Action impacts the view from a given
location. These verifiable photo simulations are then published along with the
original photograph and the text on the significance of the impact is written
considering the evidence of the photo simulation. The photo simulation allows
readers, from lay people to experts, to assess the visual impact of the proposed
Action both visually, through simulation, and through the accompanying text.
Because no verifiable visual simulations were published in the DEIS, the
Environmental Simulation Center has created several visual simulations of the
proposed Action from locations described in the ESC’s testimony at the public
hearing. The following visual simulations have not been approved by the project
18

“Assessing and Mitigating Visual Impacts,” The DEC Policy System DEP-00-2, Page 8. July 31,
2000. New York State Department of Environmental Conservation. Hereafter referred to as DEC
Visual Policy document.
19
Page 8-14 of DEIS.
20
Page 8-16 of DEIS.
21
Page 8-14 of DEIS.
22
Page 8-15 of DEIS.
23
Page 8-15 of DEIS.
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designers, the Applicant, or the Applicant’s consultant. They do, however,
represent the Action and the context using information published in the DEIS and
from the Sanborn Map Company to the best of our ability. We recommend that the
Applicant and its consultants produce similar materials for a supplemental DEIS so
that the impact of the Action on visual and historic resources can be better
understood.
Verifiable Digital Photomontages
The simulations were constructed by combining an existing conditions photograph
with a dimensionally accurate CAD model of the site that includes both existing and
proposed features 24 . Each simulation is paired with an existing conditions
photograph so that the impact on the view of existing conditions can be assessed.
Architectural massing models that describe the Action were built using the building
footprints from the Project Description, extruded to the heights described in the
DEIS. Four-foot parapets and mechanical penthouses were then added. The
mechanical penthouses were simulated at a height of 25 feet to include both the
elevator overruns and a water tank enclosure. While it is possible that these
buildings will be built without a water tank, it is reasonable to assume that they will
have them. No buildings have been designed for any of these sites so no facade was
developed or simulated. The site plan for the Action was used as the ground texture
where the Action removes buildings or parking lots. Occasionally, because the
action removes buildings, existing buildings that were obscured by buildings that
are demolished, become visible because of the Action. These newly visible
buildings are represented as gray massing models. Other elements that are exposed
because of the Action have been simulated using both artistic and quantitative
methods.
The ESC produced six verifiable digital photomontages from the following
locations:

24

The computer software used to produce these materials included AutoDesk Architectural Desktop
3.3 to build the 3D model, AutoDesk VIZ 4 to produce the 3D rendering, and Adobe Photoshop CS
to process the photomontage.
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Figure 11: Viewpoint Location Key Map
The following six pages show each of the viewpoint photographs and their
verifiable visual simulation. Because we expect that this document will be
reproduced in black and white, we have also posted the simulations on
http://www.simcenter.org/BBP/bbp.html
I encourage readers with a black and white copy of this document to review the
simulations on this site.

14
Viewpoint A
Viewpoint A is taken from the pedestrian walkway of the Brooklyn Bridge looking south.
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Figure 12: Existing view looking south from Brooklyn Bridge pedestrian walkway

Figure 13: Simulated view looking south from Brooklyn Bridge pedestrian walkway
The simulation shows that many of the pier sheds and surface parking lots are replaced
with park activities. The Cold Storage building in the foreground is replaced with the
larger hotel/residential building. The tower on the Pier 6 upland will be visible as will
the addition to the Furman building. The Action’s impact on historic and visual
resources from this viewpoint is largely positive, though the hotel building encroaches,
though does not block, the view of the cranes on the working Brooklyn waterfront.

15
Viewpoint B
Viewpoint B is from the Brooklyn Heights Promenade near Pineapple St. looking north.
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Figure 14: Existing view looking north from the Brooklyn Heights Promenade

Figure 15: Simulated view looking north from the Brooklyn Heights Promenade
The simulation shows that the taller building will block marginally more of the Brooklyn
Bridge than does the existing buildings. As stated earlier, the simulation also shows that
the smaller building will break the Promenade’s Scenic View Plane as described in New
York City Zoning Resolution25 and will encroach on views from the Promenade.
25

Article X: Special Purpose Districts, Chapter 2: Special Scenic View District.
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Viewpoint C
Viewpoint C is from the Brooklyn Heights Promenade near Clark St. looking north.
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Figure 16: Existing view looking north from the Brooklyn Heights Promenade

Figure 17: Simulated view looking north from the Brooklyn Heights Promenade
Similar to Viewpoint B, the taller building blocks marginally more of the Bridge as does
the existing buildings and partially blocks the view of the Empire State Building. The
shorter building is shown breaking the Scenic View Plane. The left side shows that the
removal of sheds will improve the view to some parts of Lower Manhattan and the East
River. While not simulated directly, the view toward Lower Manhattan of the person
sitting on the bench in the photograph will likely be enhanced by the Action.

17
Viewpoint D
Viewpoint D is taken from the water taxi on the East River and provides views of both
the Brooklyn and Manhattan Bridges.
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Figure 18: Existing view looking north from the East River

Figure 19: Simulated view looking north from the East River
The taller building obscures a portion of the Brooklyn Bridge anchorage, though does not
impact on the towers of either bridge. It does alter the Brooklyn skyline, however, by
nearly completely obscuring the Watchtower building and reducing the variation of the
skyline. The two Pier One upland buildings together are about 900 feet long and will
materially change the more fine-grained nature of the Brooklyn skyline at Brooklyn

18
Heights. The Action will create views to the BQE structure and the Brooklyn Heights
promenade that are currently obscured by the pier sheds.
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Viewpoint E
Viewpoint E is taken from a public sidewalk on John St. in the D.U.M.B.O historic
district and has views to the Manhattan Bridge and Lower Manhattan.
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Figure 20: Existing view looking west from John Street in D.U.M.B.O

Figure 21: Simulated view looking west from John Street in D.U.M.B.O
The Action completely obscures the tower portion of the Manhattan Bridge from this
location. It also partially obscures the view to Lower Manhattan.

19
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Viewpoint F
Viewpoint F is taken near the pedestrian island in the middle of Atlantic Avenue at
the intersection with Furman Street. The white buildings in the foreground are not
permanent structures and the Furman building is to the right. The location is not a
part of a historic district, but it does provide a view to the visual resource of Lower
Manhattan.
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Figure 22: Existing view looking west from Atlantic Avenue near Furman

Figure 23: Simulated view looking west from Atlantic Avenue near Furman
The new buildings entirely obscure the view to Lower Manhattan from this
location and the massing of the Furman building is extending to the corner of

20
Atlantic and Furman. The Furman building is simulated with the two additional
floors, according to the project plan.
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Making Improvements
Generally, the process of evaluating the impact on visual and historic architectural
resources involve s the following steps:

SIMULATION

•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inventory visual and historic resources that have reasonable line of sight to
and from the Action,
Evaluate the views from these historic and visual resources,
Develop a list of important views that is developed from the inventory of
visual and historic resources,
Take photographs from those viewpoints that represent reasonable worsecase conditions (which is usually leaf-off conditions in areas where trees
screen views),
Build a 3D model of the Action within the neighborhood (this has already
been done for the shadow study, though as stated earlier it does not
correspond with the site plan in the Project Description),
Combine the 3D model of the action with the photograph using verifiable
digital photomontage technology,
Write the assessment of the significance of the impact of the proposed
action using the photomontages and other evidence,
Publish the photomontages with the assessment of significance. Color
photographs and photomontages reproduced in color are most effective.

This, or a similar process, is how these portions of Environmental Impact
Statements are performed in New York State and if the Applicant were looking
for ways to improve the DEIS for a supplemental release, reviewing these steps
and developing a process that is more typical and systematic may help with
improvements.

Final words:
Let me conclude these comments by stating that there are no requirements to
perform any type of visual simulation to assess impacts on historic architectural
resources or on visual resources in the Scoping Document, CEQR technical
manual, or in the DEC Visual Policy document. Except for errors in
workmanship and the noted omissions in the scope summarized in the conclusion
on the first page of this document, the chapters of the DEIS the ESC reviewed
meet the minimum requirements of the Scoping Document and the CEQR
Technical Manual. It does not, however, effectively disclose the impact of the
proposed action on visual and historic resources due to omissions in the Scoping
Document. The applicant is free to present more material than is required by the
Scoping Document in the interest of disclosing the impact of the actions and it is
the ESC’s recommendation that the Applicant support the claims of
significance—positive, negative or neutral—with visual evidence that can be
shared with the public.
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Should you have questions or comments about this review please do not hesitate
to contact me at 212-279-1851.
ENVIRONMENTAL

Sincerely,
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George M. Janes, AICP
Executive Director
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Appendix
The Appendix details either relatively minor errors or contains further information of
claims already mentioned in this letter.
ENVIRONMENTAL
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Logic, typographical and arithmetic errors
The DEIS contains several arithmetic and typographical errors, especially in Chapter 3.
These errors include:
Table 3-4: The last column describes the column as “Percent Change” yet lists data
elements that describe the numeric change in the vacancy rate. Either this column title
should change or the data should reflect the percent change in the vacancy rate. (E.g. the
percent change in vacancy in the study area is –57.8%, not –4.8%.)
Table 3-5: Either the owner-occupied or the renter-occupied value for Brooklyn Heights
in 1990 is incorrect as they sum to 125%. Likewise, either the owner-occupied or the
renter-occupied value for Columbia Street in 1990 is incorrect as they sum to 95.8%.
Both appear to be typographical errors, as renter- and owner-occupied units should sum
to 100.
Table 3-10: Population growth in the Fulton Ferry, D.U.M.B.O. and Vinegar Hill area as
shown in this table is incorrect according to a 1.9 person per household factor as detailed
in the footnoted assumption. The table implies 2.677 persons per household if there are
130 new units containing 348 new residents. This number carries through the
calculations so that the total for the study area both in the table and in the text contain this
same error. In this case either the persons per household number in the footnote is wrong
for this neighborhood, or the total added population of the proposed action is wrong in
this neighborhood and the total action.
Tables 3-11 and 3-12: These tables describe changes to employment using two different
methods. The text describing table 3-11 states: “the proposed project would add
approximately 1,375 jobs to the study area,” while the text describing Table 3-12 states,
“the proposed project, upon its completion in 2012, would generate approximately 1,470
permanent full- and part-time jobs.” While it may be appropriate to use two different
methods and sources for these two tables, if the conclusions of these two tables cannot be
the same because of methodological reasons, the text should attempt to explain the
discrepancy for clarity.
Population growth shown in Table 3-10 does not agree with population growth shown in
Tables 5-5 and 5-6. Table 3-10 shows population growth of 2,410 with the proposed
action. Tables 5-5 and 5-6 imply population growth of 2,541 with the proposed action.
Chapter 8 page 8-15 incorrectly states that “any new construction within the area
protected by the scenic view district would be required to comply with” the Brooklyn
Heights Scenic View District, which is part of the New York City Zoning Resolution.
The action as described in the DEIS is not required to comply with the Brooklyn Heights
Scenic View District or any other portion of the New York City Zoning Resolution
because the action is exempt from zoning.
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More on the mismatch of the shadows and the site plan
As demonstrated early in this document, the Shadow site plan does not match the site
plan in the Project Description. These images show how the site plans are different in
the Pier 6 uplands.
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A.. Pier 6 Shadow Diagram (Figure 6-23)

B. Proposed Site Plan (Figure 1-2 of DEIS)

C. Images Superimposed to show discrepancies
Figure 24: More Differences in Site Plans
The large footprint building is set back from the street in the shadow analysis but has
virtually no setback in the Project Description. The rear of the small footprint building
aligns with the back of the Furman building in the shadow analysis, while in the GPP it is
closer to Furman Street.
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Plan View of Figures 9 and 10
Figures 9 and 10, which show sections of the Brooklyn Heights Scenic View District
built to scale and with the proposed Action, are supported by the following diagram that
shows the same view in plan.
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Figure 25: Plan View of Brooklyn Heights Scenic View District

